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Starting with a three-step reduced chemistry description that employes H2 and CO as the only inter-
mediates not in steady state, a simplified formulation aimed at facilitating numerical computations of non-
premixed methane–air systems is developed. The analysis retains finite rates for radical recombination and
CO oxidation but assumes infinitely fast fuel consumption taking place in a diffusion-controlled manner
in an infinitely thin reaction sheet. To remove stiffness associated with the fast fuel consumption, the
conservation equations for the major species and the temperature are written in terms of generalized
coupling functions that for predictive accuracy permit species diffusivities that differ from the thermal
diffusivity. The resulting formulation, which automatically determines the position of the fuel-consumption
layer without necessity of front tracking or further interface approximations, can be used for analytical,
computational, and modeling studies of both laminar and turbulent flows, removing stiffness difficulties
associated with highly disparate chemical time scales. Comparisons of results of the simplified formulation
in the counterflow mixing layer with those obtained with detailed chemistry and transport descriptions
indicate that the proposed formulation applies with good accuracy to strain conditions ranging from weakly
strained, robust flames to near-extinction flames.

Introduction

Analyses of chemically reacting flows with the full
chemical kinetics of combustion are prohibitively
complicated except in the simplest geometrical con-
figurations. For this reason, in recent years, a great
effort has been placed on obtaining descriptions that
are realistically based on known elementary chemi-
cal reaction rates yet sufficiently simple to be used
for complicated flows. The general approach has
been to begin with the conservation equations in a
selected form and to graft the chemical-kinetic ap-
proximations on top of them, resulting in formula-
tions that are increasingly difficult to apply as the
chemistry is allowed to become more complex. The
present work adopts the opposite procedure; that is,
the starting point is the reduced chemical descrip-
tion, and the correspondingly appropriate forms of
the conservation equations are then derived. In this
manner, formulations can be obtained that are well
suited for describing a wide range of combustion
problems efficiently and with sufficient fidelity.

The first step in this direction for diffusion flames
was taken by Burke and Schumann [1], who consid-
ered the reaction-sheet approximation for the chem-
istry and introduced a continuously differentiable
field variable that measures the fuel concentration
on the fuel side of the sheet and the oxidizer con-
centration on the oxidizer side. In their formulation,
they considered diffusivities for reactants and for
heat to be equal (unity Lewis numbers), a simplify-
ing approximation that enables the fuel and oxidizer
concentrations as well as the temperature to be ex-
pressed in terms of a single coupling function, which
becomes the mixture-fraction variable when nor-
malized to have the values zero and unity in the ox-
idizer and fuel streams, respectively.

This formulation has been recently generalized to
allow for constant values of the Lewis numbers of
the reactants that differ from unity, with the proviso
that the specific heat at constant pressure for the gas
mixture is constant [2]. Two mixture-fraction vari-
ables are helpful for this generalization, the ordinary
one and one in which the species concentrations are
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weighted by their diffusion coefficients. In addition,
an excess-enthalpy variable is needed to describe the
temperature field when the Lewis number of the
reactants is different from unity, because enthalpies
then are not related uniquely to a mixture fraction,
and a differential equation describing energy con-
servation must be retained [2]. It is nevertheless pos-
sible to define continuous and sufficiently differen-
tiable generalized coupling functions that serve as
field variables in the conservation equations of the
formulation, enabling analyses to proceed without
paying special attention to the location or structure
of the front representing the reaction sheet.

These formulations apply for the limit in which the
rates of all elementary chemical steps are fast in
comparison with flow rates and diffusion rates. Real
chemistry involves a number of steps, some fast and
others much slower, thereby introducing stiffness
into the conservation equations and causing difficul-
ties in numerical solutions. The present objective is
to circumvent such difficulties by generalizing the
Burke–Schumann formulation to allow for finite-
rate slow chemistry in methane–air flames, an ob-
jective that was recently achieved for hydrogen–ox-
ygen diffusion flames [3]. It was found that, in such
flames, fast two-body radical chain-branching steps
lead to the overall radical-production reaction 3H2
` O2 → 2H2O ` 2H being infinitely fast and there-
fore occurring at a modified Burke–Schumann re-
action sheet, while the overall recombination 2H →
H2, occurring at the rates of the elementary three-
body steps H ` H ` M → H2 ` M and H ` O2
` M → HO2 ` M, is much slower and in the for-
mulation can proceed in a distributed manner
throughout the flow field. The resulting generalized
Burke–Schumann formulation remains quite accu-
rate over about 3 orders of magnitude in strain time
for this system and describes the smooth transition
from high-strain, near-extinction conditions, in
which three hydrogen molecules are consumed for
each oxygen molecule at the reaction sheet, accord-
ing to the rapid overall radical-production step, to
low-strain, near-equilibrium conditions, in which in-
stead only two hydrogen molecules are consumed,
according to 2H2 ` O2 → 2H2O, the overall chem-
istry in the classical Burke–Schumann treatment.

The detailed combustion chemistry of hydrocar-
bon fuels is much more complicated than that of
hydrogen. Because hydrocarbon–air diffusion flames
nevertheless are of importance in numerous appli-
cations, for these fuels there is strong motivation to
try to develop the type of generalized Burke–Schu-
mann formulation that was found [3] for hydrogen–
oxygen non-premixed systems. Methane is the sim-
plest hydrocarbon fuel, and therefore, the present
first step in this direction addresses methane–air dif-
fusion flames. Although methane is of interest in it-
self, as the main component of natural gas, it may

be even more important as a model alkane. Espe-
cially at the three-step reduced chemical-kinetic de-
scription employed here, formulations for all alkanes
can readily parallel that for methane [4]. The gen-
eralized Burke–Schumann formulation developed
here, therefore, will be simply extendible to other
alkanes and, indeed, quite likely to hydrocarbon–air
diffusion flames in general.

Reduced Chemical-Kinetic Mechanism for
Methane–Air Diffusion Flames

It has been well established that a good four-step
reduced-chemistry description for methane–air
flames can be written in overall form as [5]

CH ` 2H ` H O s CO ` 4H (I8)4 2 2

CO ` H O s CO ` H (II8)2 2 2

3H ` O s 2H O ` 2H (III8)2 2 2

2H s H (IV8)2

This description involves the introduction of steady-
state approximations for all radicals except the H
atom, so that radical concentrations in the flame are
related to that of H. As shown in Ref. [6], flame
structures and extinction strain rates of counterflow
diffusion flames, calculated numerically on the basis
of this four-step description, agree well with those
calculated with full detailed chemistry and also with
those found experimentally.

There are some aspects of methane–air diffusion
flames for which the foregoing reduced chemistry is
inaccurate. For example, rates of production of ox-
ides of nitrogen depend in part on the prompt mech-
anism, which can be included with reasonable ac-
curacy only if a five-step mechanism is employed [7],
with account taken of the formation and consump-
tion of C2H2, an additional species not in steady
state. Most aspects of methane–air diffusion can,
however, be described well with the reduced mech-
anism I8–IV8. In particular, contrary to predictions
of simple one-step Arrhenius approximations, O2
leaks through the flame, but CH4 does not, and this
result is achieved by the separate fuel-consumption
(I8) and oxygen-consumption (III8) steps because
the removal of radicals by I8 prevents the oxygen
from being consumed on the fuel side. A three-step
overall approximation with infinitely fast fuel con-
sumption is employed in the present work, which
relinquishes this last attribute of the four-step de-
scription.

Introducing a steady-state approximation for H, an
approximation that is seen to be increasingly accu-
rate as the pressure increases from atmospheric con-
ditions [8–10], reduces I8–IV8 to three overall reac-
tions:

CH ` O → CO ` H ` H O (I)4 2 2 2
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CO ` H O s CO ` H (II)2 2 2

2H ` O → 2H O (III)2 2 2

which represent the starting scheme in the present
investigation. To obtain a generalized Burke–Schu-
mann description, conditions are addressed under
which step I can be approximated as being infinitely
fast, although initially it will be ascribed the irre-
versible rate derived from systematically simplified
reduced chemistry [8]. The principal rates (moles
per unit volume per unit time) xI, xII, and xIII of
the three overall reactions then become

x 4 k [CH ][H]I 1f 4

x 4 k [CO][OH] 1 k [CO ][H] (1)II 2f 2b 2

x 4 k [O ][H][M]III 3f 2

where [i] denotes the concentration of chemical spe-
cies i, M representing a third body, and kjf and kjb

the specific reaction-rate constants in the forward
and backward directions for the elementary reac-

tions CH4 ` H CH3 ` H2, CO ` OH CO2
21

→ s

` H, and O2 ` H ` M HO2 ` M. Note that
3

→
third-body efficiencies must be taken into account
for increased accuracy when computing [M]. Appro-
priate simplified steady-state expressions for the
concentrations of H and OH, necessary in evaluating
equation 1, are given by

1/2k [M]3f 1/2 3/2[H] 4 1 1 K [O ] [H ] /[H O] (2)H 2 2 21 2k4f

and
1/2k [M]3f 1/2 1/2[OH] 4 1 1 K [O ] [H ] (3)OH 2 21 2k4f

where KH 4 1.27 exp(2997/T) and KOH 4 5.97
exp(14696/T) are equilibrium constants related to
those of the shuffle reactions O2 ` H OH ` O,

4
s

H2 ` O OH ` H, and H2 ` OH H2O ` H
5 6
s s

through KH 4 and KOH 4 . In1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2K K K K K4 6 45 5
deriving equations 2 and 3, additional assumptions
of partial equilibrium for the shuffle reactions 5 and
6 are made. It is also worth mentioning that a cutoff
must be incorporated in computations when evalu-
ating equations 2 and 3, so that [H] 4 [OH] 4 0
for T , Tc, where Tc is the crossover temperature
of H2–O2 systems (at which k3f[M] 4 k4f).

Conservation Equations

It is convenient to work with the variables Ci 4
Yi/Wi 4 [i]/q, where Yi and Wi denote the mass frac-
tion and molecular weight for chemical species i,
respectively, and q is the density. If we let DT 4 k/
(qcp) denote the thermal diffusivity of the gas mix-
ture, with k and cp representing its thermal conduc-
tivity and specific heat at constant pressure; then in

a Fickian diffusion approximation for each species,
their conservation equations can be written for the
reduced chemistry I–III as

D qDT
q (C ) 1 ¹• ¹C 4 1x (4)CH CH I3 44 4Dt LCH4

D qDT
q (C ) 1 ¹• ¹C 4 x (5)CO CO II3 42 2Dt LCO2

D
q (C 1 C )CH O4 2Dt

1 1
1 ¹• qD ¹C 1 ¹C 4 x (6)T CH O III3 1 244 2L LCH O4 2

D
q (C ` C ` C )CH CO CO4 2Dt

1 1
1 ¹• qD ¹C ` ¹CT CH CO3 1 4L LCH CO4

1
` ¹C 4 0 (7)CO 242LCO2

D 1 1
q C ` C ` CCH H O H1 24 2 2Dt 2 2

1 1
1 ¹• qD ¹C ` ¹CT CH H O3 1 4 2L 2LCH H O4 2

1
` ¹C 4 0 (8)H 2422LH2

D 1 1
q C ` C ` C ` CO CO H O CO1 22 2 2Dt 2 2

1 1
1 ¹ • qD ¹C ` ¹CT O CO3 1 2L 2LO CO2

1 1
` ¹C ` ¹C 4 0 (9)H O CO 242 22L LH O CO2 2

the last three of which express element conservation
for C, H, and O, respectively, while the energy equa-
tion can be written for the thermal enthalpy hT 4
*T cpdT as

D o oq (h ` h C ` h CT CH CH H O H O4 4 2 2Dt

o o` h C ` h C ) 1 ¹• qD ¹hCO CO CO CO T T3 12 2

o oh hCH H O4 2` ¹C ` ¹CCH H O4 2L LCH H O4 2

o oh hCO CO2` ¹C ` ¹C 4 0CO CO 242L LCO CO2

(10)
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where denotes the enthalpy of formation per moleohi

of species i and D/Dt is the substantial derivative. In
the formulation, the Lewis number Li 4 k/(qcpDi)
of each species based on its diffusion coefficient Di

will be assumed to have a constant value, different
in general for different species. A low-Mach-number
approximation has been employed in deriving equa-
tion 10, where unsteady pressure variations have also
been neglected, along with the effect of the differ-
ences of the specific heat at constant pressure of
each species from the mean cp. Equations 4–10 must
be integrated with boundary conditions in the fuel
and oxidizer streams, where conditions are identified
by subscripts f and o, respectively. For the two-
stream problems considered, Cio 4 0 for i ? O2 or
inert (the concentration of which is determined by
difference), and Cif 4 0 for i ? CH4 or inert.

The Generalized Burke–Schumann
Formulation

The reaction-rate constants appearing in equation
1 are given as a function of the temperature T (in
kelvin) by [11] k1f 4 2.2 2 104T3 exp(14402/T),
k2f 4 4.4 2 106T1.5 exp(373/T), k2b 4 4.956 2
108T1.5 exp(110796/T), and k3f 4 2.3 2 1018T10.8,
where k1f, k2f, and k2b are expressed in (mole s/
cm3)11 and k3f is expressed in (mole2 s/cm6)11.
These expressions can be used to provide estimates
for the characteristic times of fuel consumption, tF
4 (k1f[M])11, CO oxidation, tO 4 (k2f[M])11, and
radical recombination, tR 4 (k3f[M]2)11. The flame
structure encountered in a particular application de-
pends on the competition of these chemical pro-
cesses with the flow field, which is characterized by
a strain time tS. Evaluation of the chemical times at
the adiabatic flame temperature of methane–air
combustion reveals that fuel consumption is typically
much faster than both CO oxidation and radical re-
combination. Because most energy release is asso-
ciated with steps II and III, one can anticipate that
for a flame to exist, the characteristic flow time must
be of the order of or larger than tO and tR, because
if it were smaller, heat release would not occur at a
sufficient rate and the temperature would readily
drop leading to extinction. The relative scaling
tF K tO ; tR tS indicates that fuel consumption,;
takes place in a diffusion-controlled fashion in thin
layers of characteristic thickness much smaller than
the characteristic flow-field scale. These fuel-con-
sumption sheets preclude the interdiffusion of the
reactants and divide the flow field into fuel regions
where 4 0 and oxidizer regions where 4C CO CH2 4
0, thereby replacing equation 4 by the algebraic con-
dition

C C 4 0 (11)CH O4 2

The singular behavior associated with fuel con-
sumption was taken into account when writing the

additional conservation equations 5–10. In particu-
lar, equations 6–10 were obtained from linear com-
binations of the original conservation equations for
species and energy that do not involve the fuel-con-
sumption rate xI. The form of the resulting equa-
tions suggests the use of the coupling-function vari-
ables appearing in equations 6–10 as a replacement
for the original variables Ci’s and hT. For each equa-
tion, different coupling functions appear in the La-
grangian operator and diffusion operator if the Lewis
numbers of the species involved are different from
unity. The coupling functions associated with the La-
grangian derivatives can be normalized to give

X 4 C 1 CCH O4 2

Z 4 (C ` C ` C )/CC CH CO CO CH f4 2 4

1 1
Z 4 (C ` C ` C )/CH CH H O H CH f4 2 2 42 2

1
Z 4 1(C 1 C ` CO O O o CO2 2 2

1
` C ` C )/CH O CO O o2 2 22

o oH 4 (h 1 h ` h C ` h CT To CH CH H O H O4 4 2 2

o o` h C ` h C )/(h 1 hCO CO CO CO Tf To2 2

o` h C )CH CH f4 4

(12)

all of which are continuous but exhibit jumps in gra-
dients across the fuel consumption sheet. The vari-
able X vanishes at this sheet and takes on the values

and at the fuel and oxidizer bound-C 1CCH f O o4 2
aries, respectively, exhibiting properties of the vari-
able originally introduced by Burke and Schumann
[1]. The other four variables have been normalized
to vary from zero in the oxidizer stream to unity in
the fuel stream. The variables ZC, ZH, and ZO rep-
resent mixture-fraction variables based on the ele-
ments C, H, and O, respectively, while the variable
H is an appropriately normalized enthalpy for the
gas mixture.

As in previous investigations [2,3], associated with
the diffusion terms in equations 6–10, it is necessary
to introduce coupling functions weighted by Lewis
numbers, assumed in the present approximation to
be constant. Conserved scalars for the fuel-con-
sumption step are thus analogously defined as

C CCH O4 2X̃ 4 1
L LCH O4 2

C C C CCH CO CO CH f4 2 4Z̃ 4 ` `C 1 2@1 2L L L LCH CO CO CH4 2 4
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C 1 C 1 C CCH H O H CH f4 2 2 4Z̃ 4 ` `H 1 2@1 2L 2 L 2 L LCH H O H CH4 2 2 4

C C 1 CO O o CO2 2Z̃ 4 1 1 `O 1L L 2 LO O CO2 2

1 C C CH O CO O o2 2 2` ` 2@1 22 L L LH O CO O2 2 2

CCH4oH̃ 4 h 1 h ` hT To CH1 4 LCH4

C CH O CO2o o` h ` hH O CO2 L LH O CO2

C CCO CH f2 4o o` h h 1 h ` hCO Tf To CH2@1 22 4L LCO CH2 4

(13)
All of these variables and their first derivatives are
continuous across the fuel-consumption layer. The
variable X̃ achieves the values and1C /LO o O2 2

at the oxidizer and fuel boundaries, re-C /LCH f CH4 4
spectively, while the other three variables are zero
and unity there.

Use of the equilibrium equation 11 enables all of
the variables Ci and the thermal enthalpy to be ex-
plicitly determined in terms of and the vari-CCO2
ables defined in equation 13 through piecewise lin-
ear relationships. Equation 11 implies that the
relationships for reactants are simply

˜ ˜ ˜C 4 1L X, X , 0; C 4 0, X . 0O O O2 2 2

˜ ˜ ˜C 4 0, X , 0; C 4 L X, X . 0CH CH CH4 4 4

while the corresponding expressions for intermedi-
ates, products, and thermal enthalpy involve a larger
number of terms, an example being

˜ ˜C 4 L (C /L Z 1 C /L ), X , 0CO CO CH f CH C CO CO4 4 2 2

˜ ˜C 4 L (C /L Z 1 XCO CO CH f CH C4 4

˜1 C /L ), X . 0CO CO2 2

Because all Ci’s as well as hT are determined by
and the variables in equation 13, it is evidentCCO2

that the five variables defined in equation 12 also are
determined by these variables. In other words, the
coupling functions that exhibit jumps in gradients
across the fuel-consumption layer are related
uniquely to those that do not through piecewise lin-
ear algebraic expressions. This is the important prop-
erty that enables the generalized formulation to be
implemented.

In this formulation, the species and temperature
fields are determined from the CO2 conservation
equation,

D qDT
q (C ) 1 ¹• ¹C 4 x (5)CO CO II3 42 2Dt LCO2

which does not involve the fast fuel-consumption
step, and the generalized-mixture-fraction system

DX
˜q 1 ¹• (qD ¹X) 4 x (14)T III

Dt

DZC 11 ˜q 1 ¹• (qD L ¹Z ) 4 0 (15)T CH C4Dt

DZH 11 ˜q 1 ¹• (qD L ¹Z ) 4 0 (16)T CH H4Dt

DZO 11 ˜q 1 ¹• (qD L ¹Z ) 4 0 (17)T O O2Dt

DH
11 ˜q 1 ¹• (qD L ¹H) 4 0 (18)T m

Dt

which results from substitution of equations 12 and
13 into equations 6–10. In the last equation, a mod-
ified fuel Lewis number has been defined as

L 4 (h 1 hm Tf To

CCH f40 o` h C )/ h 1 h ` h (19)CH CH f Tf To CH1 24 4 4 LCH4

an expression that reduces to Lm 4 when theLCH4
thermal enthalpies of the two feed streams are equal.
Expressions for the mole rates of steps II and III can
be obtained by substituting equations 2 and 3 into
equation 1 to give

1/21/22 1/2x 4 k K q (1 1 k [M]/k ) C CII 2f OH 3f 4f O H2 2

2 [C 1 (K /K )C C /C ] (20)CO 6 2 CO H H O2 2 2

x 4 k K (1 1III 3f H

3/2 3/21/2 3k [M]/k ) q [M]C C /C (21)3f 4f O H H O2 2 2

which are in turn functions of the variables in equa-
tion 13 through the terms Ci’s and, more weakly,
through the three-body efficiencies present in [M].
Note that xII 4 xIII 4 0 when 4 0, that is,CO2
for X̃ . 0.

In the proposed formulation, the initial conserva-
tion equations for species and enthalpy transform to
equations 5 and 14–18 subject to the previously
stated boundary conditions, and supplemented with
the algebraic equations given in equations 11–13. An
interesting simplification of the formulation follows
from assuming that the diffusivities of all species
present in the mixture are equal to the thermal dif-
fusivity, that is, Li 4 1. In this equidiffusivity case,
equations 15–18 reduce to a single transport equa-
tion for the traditional mixture fraction Z, which to-
gether with equations 5 and 14 complete the de-
scription of the species and temperature fields.

In view of the resulting conservation equations,
we may anticipate that slower CO oxidation and rad-
ical recombination do not introduce computational
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Fig. 1. The variation of the tem-
perature and of the reactants and
products mole fractions across the
atmospheric counterflow mixing
layer at a 4 10 s11 and at a 4 500
s11 as obtained with detailed chem-
istry (solid lines), three-step reduced
chemistry (dashed lines), and gen-
eralized Burke–Schumann formula-
tion (dotted lines).

difficulties because they merely decrease the mag-
nitude of the undifferentiated source terms in equa-
tions 5 and 14. On the other hand, in the limit of
fast CO oxidation and radical recombination, k2f →
` and k3f → ` in equations 20 and 21, respectively,
equation 21 implies that → 0 in the region X̃ ,CH2
0 and hence everywhere (since its maximum value
occurs at X̃ 4 0), and equation 21 then implies that
CCO → 0 as well. In this limiting case, 4 CCOCH2
4 0 replaces equations 5 and 14. The simplified
form of the remaining conservation equations, which
can be obtained by substituting 4 CCO 4 0 intoCH2
equations 15–17, corresponds to the irreversible
overall reaction CH4 ` 2O2 → CO2 ` 2H2O. The
formulation thus automatically approaches the one-
step irreversible limit as in our earlier work [3].

The Counterflow Diffusion Flame

The proposed formulation is applied now to the
calculation of undilute methane–air diffusion flames
in the counterflow mixing layer, a test configuration
for which the solution with detailed transport can be
easily computed with both detailed and three-step
reduced chemistry. The values 4 0.90, 4L LCH O4 2
0.98, 4 1.26, 4 0.73, 4 0.28, andL L LCO H O H2 2 2
LCO 4 1.00 were selected for the Lewis numbers
associated with the generalized Burke–Schumann
formulation. For simplicity, a constant value of cp,
equal to the value at the reaction sheet of a Burke-
Schumann flame, was incorporated in the definitions
of H and H̃ in equations 12 and 13, respectively. The
transport terms in equations 5 and 14–18 were writ-
ten in the self-similar form corresponding to the

counterflow mixing layer, which is described, for in-
stance, in Ref. [11], where the detailed mechanism
employed in the comparisons can also be found. Cal-
culations were performed with boundary tempera-
tures T0 4 Tf 4 300 K for values of the air-side
strain rate ranging from a 4 0.1 s11 to extinction
and for both atmospheric and high pressure (p 4
40 bar). The “FlameMaster” code [12] previously
used, for instance, in Ref. [7] is utilized in the cal-
culations, with appropriate modifications incorpo-
rated to deal with the generalized Burke–Schumann
formulation.

Profiles of temperature, reactants, and products
obtained with detailed and three-step reduced
chemistry are compared in Fig. 1 with the results of
the proposed formulation. The nondimensional self-
similar coordinate g used in the plot is the distance
from the stagnation plane y scaled according to g 4
[a/(qolo)]1/2 qdy, where lo is the viscosity in they*0
airstream. As can be seen, the main inaccuracy is
found in the shape of the temperature profile, with
departures mainly due to the constant value of cp

incorporated in the computations. While this value
is approximately equal to that found at the fuel con-
sumption layer, causing the peak temperature to be
fairly accurate, it is clearly too small on the fuel side
because of the presence of CH4, thereby leading to
overpredictions for the temperature on this side, and
too large on the air side because of the temperature
decrease toward the boundary value, giving associ-
ated temperatures that are too low. This agreement
in peak temperatures is tested for other strain con-
ditions and also at elevated pressure in Fig. 2. De-
spite the increasing departures observed as extinc-
tion is approached, the simplified formulation
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Fig. 2. The variation of the peak
temperature with strain rate for p 4

1 bar and for p 4 40 bar as obtained
with detailed chemistry (solid lines),
three-step reduced chemistry
(dashed lines), and generalized
Burke–Schumann formulation (dot-
ted lines).

Fig. 3. The profiles of CO and H2

mole fractions across the atmo-
spheric counterflow mixing layer at a

4 10 s11 and at a 4 500 s11 as ob-
tained with detailed chemistry (solid
lines), three-step reduced chemistry
(dashed lines), and generalized
Burke–Schumann formulation (dot-
ted lines).

provides peak temperatures with errors below
100 K over about 3 orders of magnitude in strain
rate. It is worth pointing out that observation of fuel
profiles computed with detailed chemistry reveals
that no significant fuel leakage occurs near extinc-
tion, indicating that the assumption of infinitely fast
fuel consumption remains valid for all strain rates.

Profiles of CO and H2 mole fractions associated to
the flow-field conditions considered previously in

Fig. 1 are exhibited in Fig. 3, whereas Fig. 4 shows
the variation of their peak values with strain rate.
Figure 4 also shows peak H-atom and O-atom mole
fractions, evaluated, respectively, using equation 2
and

k [M]3f[O] 4 1 1 K [O ][H ]/[H O] (22)O 2 2 21 2k4f
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Fig. 4. Peak values of CO, H2, H, and O mole fractions as a function of the strain rate for p 4 1 bar and for p 4 40
bar as obtained with detailed chemistry (solid lines), three-step reduced chemistry (dashed lines), and generalized Burke–
Schumann formulation (dotted lines).

a simplified steady-state expression involving an
equilibrium constant KO 4 K4K6 that follows from
the partial equilibrium assumptions for reactions 5
and 6. As can be seen, the agreement between the
results of the generalized Burke–Schumann formu-
lation and those of the three-step reduced chemistry
is very good for all intermediates, indicating that the
assumption of constant Li introduces only minor in-
accuracies in the solution. Observation of the results
obtained with detailed chemistry reveals that the
proposed formulation predicts peak values of CO
and H2 with accuracies better than 30% over about
3 orders of magnitude in strain rates, with depar-
tures being somewhat larger for the H-atom and O-
atom predictions.

Discussion and Conclusions

The continuity of the derivatives of the functions
defined in equation 13 and the continuity of the
functions defined in equation 12 enables finite-
difference approximations to equations 14–18 to be
implemented numerically for computational pur-
poses without front tracking. Fast fuel consumption
can introduce stiffness into numerical procedures
based on equations 4–10, but equations 14–18, to-
gether with equation 5, remove this difficulty by re-
taining only the slow chemical times associated with
xII and xIII. The proposed formulation thus is at-
tractive for both computational and analytical studies
of diffusion flames whenever the fuel-consumption
time is short compared to the flow-field time, en-
abling in particular the direct numerical simulation
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of flows with moderately strong nonequilibrium ef-
fects associated to flow times of the order of the
times for CO oxidation and radical recombination.
When the characteristic times of these two processes
are comparable with those of the flow field (deter-
mined for the counterflow mixing layer computed
above by the inverse of the strain rate a11), the for-
mulation has comparable times everywhere, enhanc-
ing computational efficiency. The conservation equa-
tions 5 and 14–18 are also useful as a starting point
for k 1 e or large-eddy-simulation modeling studies.

The numerical results indicate that the formula-
tion produces reasonable accuracy in describing
methane–air diffusion flames over about 3 orders of
magnitude in flow time, becoming increasingly in-
accurate as extinction is approached because of the
assumptions underlying the starting chemistry de-
scription. It is concluded that, while keeping the as-
sumptions of infinitely fast fuel consumption and
constant Lewis numbers, efforts to improve the gen-
eralized Burke–Schumann model must involve vari-
able specific heats and a more complete starting
chemistry model that enables in particular the de-
scription of the solution with non-negligible oxidizer
leakage as the extinction regime is approached.
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COMMENTS

George Kosály, University of Washington, USA. It ap-
pears to me that this approximation is analogous to the
partial equilibrium approximation that has been used ex-
tensively to predict hydrogen–air flames. Do you expect
that this approach will prove more adequate to hydrocar-
bon flames than it was in the hydrogen cases?

Author’s Reply. Because fuel consumption is typically
much faster than CO oxidation and radical recombination,
we assume in the present analysis that the fuel–consump-
tion process is infinitely fast. Following ideas first devel-

oped by Burko and Schumann (Ref. [1] in the paper), the
associated numerical at stiffness is then removed through
the introduction of generalized coupling functions, as ex-
plained in the text. Although for simplicity in the derivation
of the steady-state expressions for the radicals H, OH, and
O (Equations 2, 3, and 22), the two shuffle reactions

5 6

H ` O s OH ` H and H ` OH s H O ` H2 2 2

are assumed to maintain steady state; this assumption is
not intrinsic to the present approach.


